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ABSTRACT
In this thesis I use the publicly available smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code
GADGET-2 to investigate and recreate the phenomenon of two merging galaxy clusters, as
currently seen in the hot X-ray cluster 1E 0657-56 (the “bullet cluster”). In this scenario,
the stellar and dark matter components of the galaxies pass through the collision without
experiencing strong stopping forces, but the intra-cluster gas is significantly slowed by ram
pressure. This leads to a spatial separation between the galaxies and the intra-cluster gas,
which provides a testing ground for gravitational theories. Weak gravitational lensing in
the cluster has been used to show that the majority of the mass is concentrated near the
galaxies and not in the intra-cluster gas, the dominant baryonic component of mass, leading
some to hail this as proof of the existence of non-baryonic dark matter.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Structure Formation
Structure formation in the universe occurs on many different scales, and each scale
has unique factors that influence the type of structure and the manner of formation. The
formation of stars follows a fairly well-defined procedure in which a cloud of gas collapses
under the influence of gravity. As the cloud collapses, gas temperatures and densities
increase, eventually igniting fusion in the core of a new star [Prialnik 2000]. Remnant gas
and dust might form a disk which can accrete onto the star, form planets, or be blown back
into the star’s surroundings. The behavior of the material that forms the star throughout
this process is governed by hydrodynamic forces and gravity.
On a slightly larger scale, star formation often occurs within giant molecular clouds,
in which many stars might form at the same time. This leads to clusters of stars, all
of which share many important characteristics, such as age and composition. After such
systems form, the stars can be tightly bound by gravity, forming a cluster of stars. After
the formation of such a cluster, the internal gravitational interactions between stars will
dominate all other forces and determine the subsequent evolution of the system.
Our Galaxy is comprised of several different components (a central bulge, a disk
consisting of thin and thick components, and an extended halo), but is, in essence, a collection of stars, gas, and dust. One of the first theories about the formation of our Galaxy is
similar in many ways to theories about stellar formation. Eggen, Lynden-Bell, and Sandage
[1962] states that the Galaxy formed when a huge cloud of gas collapsed under the influence of gravity, inciting star formation during a free-fall collapse lasting some 108 years.
Searle and Zinn [1978] modify this picture into one in which the results of smaller collapses
join together in a series of merger events over the course of around 109 years. Work in
field of galaxy formation continues with detailed simulations of hierarchical merging events
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[Bullock and Johnston 2005]. The dynamics of the Galaxy, however, cannot be accurately
described through hydrodynamic forces, gravity, or a combination thereof, based on the
visible matter in a galaxy. At this scale, it is necessary to either introduce corrections
to gravitational forces [Milgrom 1983c; Milgrom 1983a; Milgrom 1983b; Bekenstein 2004;
Moffat 2006; Moffat 1995] or allow the possibility of the existence of matter that interacts
with normal matter only through gravity.
Scientists have used the idea of dark matter since the early 1930s to account for
unexpected observations. Oort [1932], in a study of the accelerations of stars near the
galactic mid-plane, finds that the accelerations of said stars cannot be accounted for through
the visible matter in the disk. In this case, the observations can be accounted for through
the presence of low luminosity stars [Biermann and Munyaneza 2007]. On the other hand,
Volders [1959] reveals the shape of the rotation curve of spiral galaxies, a phenomenon that
cannot be explained by the distribution of visible matter in a galaxy. Rubin and Ford [1970]
confirms the shape of the rotation curve of spiral galaxies and suggests a mass distribution
model for M31 that relies on an invisible component of matter.
On an even larger scale, galaxies tend to group together into galactic clusters. The
Milky Way is part of a cluster that includes Andromeda (M31), the Sagittarius Dwarf
Elliptical Galaxy, the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, the Triangulum Galaxy, and
many others. These clusters form in much the same manner as galaxies, but on a much larger
scale. Galaxy clusters also exhibit behavior that cannot be explained solely through the
presence of visible matter. Zwicky [1937] shows that the extragalactic nebulae (now known
to be galaxies) contained within clusters must be much more massive than they appear in
order to properly explain their dynamics. Some galaxies within a cluster have velocities
that are higher than the escape velocity of the cluster, assuming the entire mass of the
cluster is visible. These clusters also violate the Virial theorem, which for a gravitationally
bound system states that the magnitude of the total potential energy should be twice that
of the total kinetic energy if thermal energy is neglected. Zwicky found that the kinetic
energy was much too high, or the magnitude of the potential energy was much too low. A
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possible explanation for this is if the clusters were not virialized. This explanation does not
hold up, based on the fact that the dynamic timescale of a galactic cluster is much smaller
than the age of the universe. Therefore, an alternative explanation must be sought.
In particular, a testing ground for gravitational theories must be found which can
distinguish between the theory of dark matter and theories that modify Newtonian gravity
or Einstein’s general relativity. Such a testing ground may have already been discovered.
The galaxy cluster 1E 0657-56 (the “bullet cluster”) was discovered in 1995 by Tucker et al.
using data from the Einstein Imaging Proportional Counter database [Tucker et al. 1995].
The cluster lies at a redshift of z = 0.296, and was identified as one of the hottest known
X-ray clusters in a follow-up from the original survey [Tucker et al. 1998]. The same study
identified the bullet cluster as a possible ongoing cluster merger event. Over the following
years, the temperature of the cluster was debated [Yaqoob 1999; Liang et al. 2000; Govoni
et al. 2004], with a current value being around 14 keV. With this temperature, it is still
considered one of the hottest known clusters.
In 2004, a research group made the claim that weak gravitational lensing data leads
to a mass reconstruction that shows a peak linear density of mass separated from the area
of peak X-ray emission [Clowe et al. 2004]. This offset shows that the intra-cluster gas is
not the dominant component of the mass of the cluster. Instead, the dominant component
of mass followed the galaxies in the cluster, interacting very little during the collision. In
a typical galaxy cluster, using the ΛCDM cosmology, ~88% of the mass of the cluster is
dark matter, ~11% is gas, and the remaining ~1% is stars [Allen et al. 2002]. These values
indicate that the mass peaks observed in the bullet cluster are mostly dark matter, and the
intra-cluster gas has been stripped away by ram pressure.
The bullet cluster may provide the desired testing ground to determine whether dark
matter exists or whether modifications of gravitational theories are necessary. Because the
bullet cluster appears almost unique in observational astronomy, it is necessary for scientists
to use the technique of simulations to study the possibilities such a system represents. Such
simulations will allow scientists to choose specific scenarios to study or for a wide range of
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conditions to be studied simultaneously. Simulations can help to answer questions about
the frequency of events such as galaxy cluster collisions, the conditions that prevail in such
collisions, and what the final results will be. Simulations can tell us if a modification to
an existing gravitational theory is sufficient to explain current observations of the bullet
cluster, or if an exotic dark matter is necessary.

1.2 Outline of Thesis
The remainder of the thesis will proceed as follows. Chapter 2 will outline various
modeling tools available, ending with a brief discussion of the tool I have chosen to use.
Chapter 3 will state the conditions currently observed in the bullet cluster and extrapolate
what conditions could have existed before the collision occurred. Chapter 4 will outline
how the bullet cluster can be recreated using the modeling tool selected in chapter 2.
Chapter 5 will contain the results of the simulation and comparison to observation and
other simulations. It will also contain a brief discussion of cooling timescales. Chapter 6
will discuss what has been learned in the course of this project and some possible directions
for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
AVAILABLE MODELING TOOLS
There are many different types of modeling tools available, each designed to accurately model different situations. In selecting a tool to use, it is important to choose one
that has the ability to cope with the specific conditions to be simulated. For instance,
when modeling the formation of a star, a code that does not compute gravitational forces
is unlikely to yield accurate results. In the case of the bullet cluster, it is necessary to have
a code that can compute both gravitational forces (as gravity holds the individual clusters
together and causes the clusters to accelerate towards each other) and hydrodynamic forces
(as the intra-cluster gas has been slowed significantly during the collision). This requirement
means that the techniques used in two main branches of modeling tools must be combined
into a single tool.

2.1 Types of Tools Available
2.1.1 N-body Codes
N-body codes compute gravitational forces or accelerations, but ignore other types
of interaction. They have limited utility, but can accurately model situations where the
gravitational force dominates, such as globular clusters. The first n-body simulation was
performed by von Hoerner [1960], who modeled globular clusters. Other currently used
n-body techniques include the NBODY series of codes and the GRAPE computer.

2.1.1.1

The NBODY Codes

S. J. Aarseth developed a series of n-body codes named NBODY1 through NBODY6.
NBODY1 uses a simple polynomial force summation, along with a softened potential to
avoid erratic results from close interactions. The timestep is calculated based on the closest
pair of particles in the simulation. NBODY2 allows for larger particle numbers using a basic
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nearest neighbor system. The next code in the series, NBODY3, introduced a two-body
regularization scheme which permits small star clusters to be studied with greater accuracy
than previously possible. NBODY4 and NBODY6 introduce a new integration method,
Hermite integration, and are focused for use with either special-purpose HARP computers (NBODY4) or workstations and supercomputers (NBODY6). NBODY5 combines the
neighbor scheme of NBODY2 with the regularization scheme of NBODY3. A newer version of NBODY5 replaced the two-body regularization scheme with a chain regularization
scheme.
A review of the NBODY series of codes and their effect on n-body simulations over
the years was published in 1999 [Aarseth 1999].
2.1.1.2

The GRAPE Computer

The GRAPE (GRAvity PipE) computer is a piece of specialized hardware which
rapidly calculates direct summation forces. There are many varieties of GRAPE hardware,
beginning with GRAPE-1 and -2 [Sugimoto et al. 1991]. GRAPE-1 simply replaced the
deepest loop function calls with calls to the hardware, achieving speeds of 240 Mflops for
collisionless n-body simulations. GRAPE-2 allows for collisions to occur. This being more
complicated computationally, GRAPE-2 reaches speeds of up to 40 Mflops. The current
incarnation of GRAPE is GRAPE-6, with a theoretical top speed of 64 Tflops [Hut et al.
1997], and a project is currently underway that expects speeds up to 2 Pflops and is called
Greatly Reduced Array of Processor Elements with Data Reduction (GRAPE-DR) [Makino
2005].

2.1.2 Hydrodynamics Codes
Another type of code calculates fluid flows and hydrodynamic forces. These codes
can be applied to situations where hydrodynamic forces are much stronger than gravitational
forces, such as in supernovae. Some hydrodynamics codes allow the user to apply an external
potential to influence fluid transport, but do not allow the dynamics of the fluid to affect
the potential. Popular hydrodynamics codes include VH-1, Zeus-2D, and Flash.
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2.1.2.1

VH-1

The Virginia Hydrodynamics One (VH-1) [Blondin 1993] code uses a Lagrangian
method to solve hydrodynamics equations, then maps the results back to an Eulerian grid
space. It uses a finite difference method to solve the fluid flow equations of an ideal compressible fluid. The code is based on the Piece-wise Parabolic Method (PPM) [Colella and
Woodward 1984], and can act as either a one or two dimensional code, depending on the
geometry of the simulation.
VH-1 is written in FORTRAN and focuses heavily on resolving shock waves in
compressible gases.
2.1.2.2

Zeus-2D

Zeus-2D [Stone and Norman 1992a; Stone and Norman 1992b; Stone et al. 1992]
is a two-dimensional hydrodynamics code which uses a finite-differencing method to solve
the hydrodynamic equations. While it is a two-dimensional code, it solves the equations
in three dimensions and assumes symmetry in the third dimension. Zeus-2D handles basic
hydrodynamics, and includes optional modules to include magnetohydrodynamics and/or
radiation hydrodynamics. It also can include basic self-gravity. It uses a time-explicit,
multistep procedure, where the partial differential equations are split into parts. Each part
of the PDE is then evaluated separately, with a dependence on the previously calculated
portions.
Zeus-2D is written in FORTRAN and outputs data in the Hierarchical Data Format,
which makes the data easily portable between machine architectures.
2.1.2.3

Flash

The FLASH code [Fryxell et al. 2000] was developed to model thermonuclear burning on the surface of neutron and white dwarf stars, but can also be applied to many other
situations. It allows the use of adaptive mesh refinement techniques and solves the hydrodynamics equations for fully compressible, reactive gases using a modular equation of state
routine. Various situations and gases can be modeled by changing the equation of state
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module. FLASH also allows the application of a time-dependent external potential to the
simulated gas.
FLASH is written in a combination of the FORTRAN90 and C programming languages.

2.1.3 SPH Codes
Smooth-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) was developed independently by Lucy [1977]
and the team of Gingold and Monaghan [1977]. It is an alternative to traditional hydrodynamics codes as outlined above, using particles to represent fluids, with each particle
tracking the fluid properties for its current location. This particle method of solving the
hydrodynamics equations allows for other types of interactions between particles to be included as well, specifically, gravitational interactions. Using this ability, particles can be
introduced which interact through gravity, hydrodynamic forces, or both. A review of SPH
methods was published by Monaghan [1985]. SPH codes are widely used in cosmological
studies, especially studies of galaxy formation. Popular SPH codes include Enzo as well as
the original GADGET and its successor GADGET-2.

2.1.3.1

Enzo

Enzo is a cosmological simulation code which uses a grid-based Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) method. Enzo is capable of fully three dimensional simulations in a parallel
computing environment. The Enzo release paper [Bryan et al. 2001] claims Enzo has no
intrinsic limits on the depth or complexity of the adaptive grid, and therefore, no limits on
the code’s ability to refine temporal or spatial features in cosmological simulations. This
is accomplished in part by using 128-bit precision arithmetic, whereas the more commonly
used double-precision floating-point numbers have 64-bit precision. Enzo uses a standard
Particle-Mesh method to solve the dynamics of n-body particles, and the same PPM equations as VH-1 to solve the gas dynamics. Enzo also provides a mechanism to test the results
of the hydrodynamics simulation. It includes an implementation of the hydro method in
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Zeus-2D, although PPM is generally preferable because it is a third-order algorithm while
the method from Zeus-2D is only first-order accurate.
Enzo is written in a combination of the C++ and FORTRAN programming languages.

2.2 GADGET-2
To accomplish the goals outlined in the introduction, we have chosen to use the
SPH code GADGET-2 [Springel 2005]. This publicly available code is a follow-up and
extension to the original GADGET by the principle author of that code [Springel et al.
2001]. GADGET-2 includes several enhancements over the original such as the addition of
Fourier techniques for calculating long range forces and changes in the method of calculating
timesteps. These revisions allow GADGET-2 to calculate the same systems as the original
GADGET, in addition to several new systems, substantially faster. The parallel and serial
versions of the previous code have been combined into a single, massively parallel version,
allowing for billions of particles in cosmological simulations.
GADGET-2 is principally a TreeSPH code and uses a multipole expansion to calculate the gravitational field. However, an optional TreePM method offers the ability to use
Fourier techniques to calculate long-range forces. This is desirable because Fourier techniques are extremely fast at calculating gravitational interactions. The major drawback to
the Fourier techniques used in GADGET-2 is that the application of a particle-mesh (PM)
grid is not well-suited for situations where a high spatial resolution is desired. GADGET-2
resolves this issue by utilizing a hierarchical tree algorithm in which the short-range forces
are computed using the same tree method of multipole expansions as GADGET, which has
no intrinsic limitations on spatial resolution, and the long range forces are computed using
a PM method. This allows for a resolution on the order of the hydrodynamic smoothing
length while still taking advantage of the speed offered by a PM grid.
GADGET-2 uses a standard SPH method to deal with hydrodynamic forces. A
Langrangian method is utilized in which GADGET-2 discretizes the mass and represents
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the gas as a set of particles. This method allows us to focus on the gravitational aspects of
a structure, albeit at the cost of certain physical processes. For instance, different quantities associated with the gas particles, such as thermal energy or composition, do not mix
between nearby particles unless such mixing is specifically included in the model. This
method is not generally suitable for dealing with sharp discontinuities such as a shock.
Such sharp discontinuities are spread over the SPH smoothing length rather than finely
resolved. GADGET-2 allows for regions of higher resolution to deal with this limitation.
Many formulations of SPH can violate principles of entropy conservation. GADGET2 uses a formulation of SPH that conserves both energy and entropy, even when fully adaptive smoothing lengths are used. Instead of using entropy itself, GADGET-2 uses an entropic
function. This function, A(s) ≡

P
ργ ,

where γ is the adiabatic index, is a function of entropy

alone, and therefore usable as a replacement for the entropy. This formulation is preferred
because formulations where thermal energy density is considered instead of entropy often
do not conserve entropy and can result in unphysical solutions in some scenarios [Springel
and Hernquist 2002]. The entropic function in GADGET-2 can vary in instances of sharp
shocks, and thus GADGET-2 includes an artificial viscosity to allow for such situations.
In the bullet cluster, the observed gas density is very low, on order 10−27 g cm−3
near the edges of the cluster. This low density leads to very weak hydrodynamic forces,
and their inclusion is questionable. However, the mean free path of the particles is still
short compared to the spatial resolution of current simulations, so the gas still behaves as
a collisional fluid and the hydrodynamics equations apply.
GADGET-2 includes all of the necessary features to appropriately model colliding
galaxy clusters. It allows for collisionless n-body particles which interact with other particles solely through gravity in the same calculation as SPH particles, which interact through
gravity and hydrodynamic forces. GADGET-2’s three different levels of gravitational interaction allows for highly scalable calculations without sacrificing computational speed. The
use of an entropic equation provides a check on the accuracy of thermal calculations, and
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allows GADGET-2 to model situations where more traditional formulations of SPH would
fail.
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CHAPTER 3
CURRENT AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
3.1 Current Observed Conditions
Current observations of the bullet cluster show a range of possible conditions (summarized in Table 3.1). The cluster lies at a redshift of z = 0.296, relatively close for such
a massive object. In general, the temperature of the main cluster is agreed to be about 14
keV, making it one of the hottest known clusters, while the sub-cluster is a much cooler
6-7 keV. The “bullet”passed pericenter sometime between 0.1-0.2 Gyr ago with the collision
occurring almost in the plane of the sky. The velocity of the sub-cluster relative to the main
cluster is still not very certain, although it is agreed to be supersonic, with a Mach number
around 3. Estimates of the mass ratio between the main cluster and the bullet sub-cluster
range widely, because an unknown amount of mass has been stripped from the sub-cluster
during the ongoing collision. Hayashi et al. [2003] shows that as much as 90% of the mass
of a sub-cluster can be stripped away by tidal forces.

Reference
[Tucker et al. 1998]
[Yaqoob 1999]

Tmain (keV)
17.4 ± 2.5
11 − 12

[Liang et al. 2000]

14.5 −1.7

[Markevitch et al. 2002]
[Barrena et al. 2002]

14.8 −1.2

[Markevitch et al. 2004]
[Govoni et al. 2004]
[Clowe et al. 2006]
[Markevitch 2006]
[Farrar and Rosen 2007]

Table 3.1

Tsub (keV)

vlos,rel (km s−1 )

vtot,rel (km s−1 )

Mass Ratio

+2.0
+1.7

3000 − 4000

7
616 ± 80

1:200-1:30
4500

13.9 ± 0.7
~14
14.1 ± 0.2

~6

+1100
−800

1:17

~4700
4700
+710

4740 −550

1:10

Summary of observed conditions in bullet cluster.

The cluster, due to its recent high speed collision, shows a separation in matter
distribution that is highly unusual. This separation is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1. In the
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figure, the intra-cluster gas was stopped by ram pressure, while the galaxies (along with
their dark matter halos), acting as collisionless particles, were affected only by gravity in the
passage. The visible stellar and hypothesized dark matter components are in the early stages
of violent relaxation caused by the gravtitational forces experienced during the passage, but
these components did not experience a strong stopping force as did the intra-cluster gas.
The separation between the stellar and plasma mass components allows us to infer the
existence of dark matter by reconstructing the mass distribution in the cluster using weak
lensing of background galaxies and clusters. With this method, we see that the majority
of the mass is concentrated near the visible galaxies. Assuming the presence of collisionless
dark matter, it would react to the collision in a manner similar to the galaxies, leading
to a separation between the gas, the dominant baryonic component of mass, and the dark
matter, the dominant component of mass in general. This currently observed separation of
intra-cluster gas and galaxies is strong evidence for the existence of dark matter.

3.2 Possible Conditions Before Collision
It is difficult to reconstruct what the bullet cluster may have been like before the
current collision began. The sub-cluster has lost some of its mass to the main cluster,
but was clearly less massive than the main cluster to begin with. Based on the X-ray
temperature and X-ray luminosity, Barrena et al. [2002] state that the initial mass ratio
was ~1:6. They also consider what effects the collision might have had on the main cluster.
Pinkney et al. [1996] show that the observed velocity dispersion would increase by
~20% in a collision with mass ratio 1:3 when compared to a collision with mass ratio 1:6,
but in a similar collision, Ricker and Sarazin [2001] show that the X-ray temperature and
X-ray luminosity might increase by factors of ~2 and ~4, respectively.
Barrena et al. [2002] shows the bullet cluster to be well above the X-ray luminosity
and temperature vs. velocity dispersion relationships derived by Girardi et al. [1996; 2001].
This is indicative of the collision. As stated above, the velocity dispersion increases by a
much smaller factor than temperature in a collision between two unequal mass clusters.
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Figure 3.1 The bullet cluster. The pink aura represents the location of hot x-ray gas.
The blue aura represents the presence of dark matter, inferred from weak-lensing mass
reconstructions. (Composite Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/CfA/ M.Markevitch et al.;
Lensing Map: NASA/STScI; ESO WFI; Magellan/U.Arizona/ D.Clowe et al.; Optical:
NASA/STScI; Magellan/U.Arizona/D.Clowe et al.; )
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Several simulations have been done which focus on the hydrodynamical evolution of
the bullet cluster. One of the most recent [Milosavljević et al. 2007] began with a mass ratio
of 1:5, allowing for the mass stripping thought to have occurred. The main and sub clusters
were each extended bodies with radii 1.5 Mpc and 1 Mpc. In this simulation, the clusters
were represented as two halos with specific density profiles and the indicated masses which
were free to move along a line connecting their centers. The sub-cluster density profile was
taken from Navarro et al. [1997] (NFW profile), and the main cluster used a “core”profile
to simulate a slightly off-center collision. The gas was allowed to follow, but not affect,
these moving halos, effectively being dragged along as gravity pulled the halos together.
The halos started from rest with 4.6 Mpc separating their centers, and a maximum relative
velocity of ~5270 km s−1 was achieved at pericenter.
Another recent simulation [Springel and Farrar 2007] (hereafter SF07), using the
same modeling tool as this project, started with a mass ratio of 1:10 and used a strict NFW
profile for both the main and sub-clusters. SF07 provides several important improvements
over the previously discussed model. First, it uses NFW concentrations derived from gravitational weak-lensing data. It also includes self-gravitating gas with the ability to affect the
cluster potential. SF07 used main and sub-cluster masses of 1.5 × 1015 M and 1.5 × 1014
M , respectively, and concentrations of 2.0 and 7.2, respectively (see Appendix C for details
on NFW concentrations).
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION SETUP

The overall goal of producing a simulation that recreates the bullet cluster as currently observed requires several intermediate goals to be met. First, the initial conditions
for the simulation must be carefully selected, as discussed previously. Once the desired
conditions have been selected, an input file containing those conditions can be created, and
the simulation can proceed. In order to model a collision between two galaxy clusters, two
clusters must be created and placed within the simulation in such a way that the clusters
will collide within a reasonable time period (both simulated time and real time) and react
in a realistic fashion.
The following section will detail the initial conditions for the individual clusters,
including particle placement methods and assignment of initial velocities within the cluster
itself. It will also contain applications of the Virial theorem to the clusters and discussion
of the evolution of the density profile of each cluster. The next section will discuss how
the clusters are placed in relation to each other, how overall cluster velocities are assigned,
and the application of a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm to help decide initial cluster
velocities.

4.1 Individual Clusters
To recreate the bullet cluster as currently observed, it is important to start with two
realistic clusters. Each cluster in the simulation should exhibit properties similar to those
observed in real clusters. These can include such properties as total mass, density profile,
velocity dispersion, temperature, x-ray emission, and more. If each cluster individually
exhibits reasonably realistic properties, the interaction between the clusters should also be
accurate, to the limits of GADGET-2.
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For simplicity, each particle of a particular type placed in the simulation has a
mass identical to all other particles of the same type (i.e. all SPH particles have the
same mass and all collisionless particles have the same mass). Thus, the two clusters vary
in number of particles (which determines total mass) and scale radius (which determines
total size). Following the lead of SF07, the following values are used in these simulations:
M1 = 1.5 × 1014 M , rs,1 = 0.1486 M pc, M2 = 1.5 × 1015 M , rs,2 = 1.150 M pc. The
mass is assigned as 83% collisionless particles and 17% SPH particles, with equal numbers
of each type of particle. The larger cluster has a cluster concentration of c = 2.0 and the
smaller has a concentration of c = 7.2. The concentration is defined in Appendix C in the
discussion on assignment of radial coordinates.
In this simulation, the collisionless particles represent galaxies, with their associated
dark matter halos, and are assigned a mass of 0.83 × 1011 M each, meaning there are 1,500
collisionless particles in cluster 1 (the sub-cluster) and 15,000 in cluster 2 (the main cluster).
Each cluster has the same number of SPH particles as collisionless particles, but each of
these particles has a smaller mass, 0.17 × 1011 M .

4.1.1 Initial Conditions
4.1.1.1

Position Coordinates - (x, y, z)

The two clusters begin with a density profile from Navarro et al. [1997] shown in
Eq. 4.1. This equation is the result of large-scale structure simulations in a study of the
equilibrium density profiles of dark matter haloes in a hierarchically clustering universe.
The result of the study is a single, simple density profile which can be used to fit spherically
symmetric density profiles for a wide range of radii. In order to place particles in this
specific density profile, the density profile is integrated to produce the total mass interior
to a given radius in terms of a central density and a scale radius rs . Appendix C details
the normalization of Eq. 4.1 and the selection of the radial coordinate of each particle. The
particle’s angular coordinates are then selected randomly, using a random number on the
interval [0,2π] for the φ-coordinate and a random number on the interval [-1,1] for cos θ.
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ρ(r) =

ρ0
(r/rs )(1 + r/rs )2

(4.1)

Once the particle’s position has been determined in (r, φ, θ)-space, the position is
transformed to Cartesian space with the following standard formulae (Eq. 4.2).

x = r sin θ cos φ;
y = r sin θ sin φ;

(4.2)

z = r cos φ;

4.1.1.2

Velocity Coordinates - (vx , vy , vz )

The initial velocities of the particles are produced randomly with certain restrictions.
The direction of a particle’s velocity is a random vector lying in the plane tangent to the
particle’s position on a sphere centered at the origin. The magnitude of the velocity vector,
vmag is selected such that the particle will move in a circular orbit. In order to ensure a
circular orbit, the velocity is chosen such that the gravitational force on the particle provides
a centripetal acceleration, as shown in Eq. 4.3.
2
m vmag
G M (r) m
F (r) =
=
⇒ vmag =
r2
r

r

G M (r)
r

(4.3)

In order to ensure that the particle’s velocity is tangent to its position vector, the
following method is applied. A random number p on the interval [0,2π] is chosen. A velocity
vector in the x-y plane, (vmag sin p, vmag cos p), is produced. This vector is then rotated
into the proper plane, using the particle’s position (r, θ, φ), by:

vx = vmag [sin p cos θ cos φ − cos p sin φ];
vy = vmag [sin p cos θ sin φ + cos p cos φ];
vz = vmag sin p sin θ;

(4.4)
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Another method for ensuring the velocity is in the proper plane involves randomly
−
→
selecting vx and vy , then choosing vz such that →
r ·−
v ≡ 0. The resulting velocity vector
may then be scaled to an appropriate length. This work used the first method to produce
the velocity vector, then tested it against the second and found that the resulting velocities
were in fact in the correct plane.

This process yields a special case of equilibrium in which the radial velocity of all
particles is initially zero. This case will preserve the radial density profile, but is an unlikely
scenario for a real system. Other methods exist which can reproduce a more natural velocity
distribution [Springel et al. 2005].

4.1.2 Virial Theorem
The Virial theorem (as outlined in Appendix B) can be applied to each cluster
independently to show that the initial conditions selected are reasonably close to realistic,
and GADGET-2 self-corrects any deviations very quickly. For this section, the larger of the
two clusters was placed in isolation and allowed to evolve independently for over one Gyr.
By looking at the distribution of energies shown in Fig. 4.1, it can be seen that the cluster
is stable in its initial configuration and remains stable for the duration of the simulation.
By investigating the energy distribution among collisionless particles alone or SPH particles
alone, it is clear that both types of particle are stable and will remain so for much longer
than the dynamic timescale of the system without outside interference.

The energy contained in the gas in the main cluster shows a sharp loss of kinetic
energy, mirrored by a gain in thermal energy. This shows how the gas quickly heats from
its cool initial starting temperature, converting its initial (randomly generated) turbulent
motion to thermal energy, thus generating the pressure gradient necessary to support itself
against gravitational collapse without the necessity of the circular orbits assigned to the
collisionless particles.
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(a) Total energy distribution

(b) Dark matter energy distribution

(c) Gas energy distribution

Figure 4.1

The energy in the main cluster is initially distributed in a way such that the
cluster is essentially stable from the beginning of the simulation.
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4.1.3 Density Profiles
Each cluster starts with a radial density profile outlined in Eq. 4.1 and explained
in detail in Appendix C. Using the same simulation as used in the previous section, it
can be shown that this density profile is maintained with minimal variation throughout the
simulation. This adds further support to the assertion that the initial conditions discussed
above are appropriate for clusters such as these.
The density profile given to the particles at the beginning of the simulation is shown
in figure 4.2, overlaid with a calculated NFW profile. Figure 4.2 also shows the density profile, again overlaid with a calculated NFW profile, at times 0.5 Gyr and 1.0 Gyr, respectively.
This figure demonstrates that the density profile does not change significantly in time for
an independently evolving cluster.

4.2 Collision Dynamics
Once realistic, stable clusters are produced, the dynamics of a collision between
these clusters can be studied in detail. Using clusters created as described above along with
the initial condition as described below, a reasonably realistic picture of a collision between
two galaxy clusters should emerge.

4.2.1 Runge-Kutta Calculation
A simple fourth-order Runge-Kutta calculation shows that two bodies with the density profiles and masses described above, initially at rest and separated by a large distance
(compared to their sizes) will be traveling at a total relative velocity of 1980 km s−1 when
they come into contact with each other, and will have a relative velocity of 5730 km s−1
when their centers pass each other. The result for the contact velocity agrees well with the
initial conditions in SF07, however, the pericenter passage velocity (a sub-cluster velocity of
5210 kms−1 ) is significantly larger than the findings of SF07, which shows a sub-cluster velocity of ~3400 km s−1 . This discrepancy is partly caused by the fact that the Runge-Kutta
simulation assumed rigid, collisionless clusters, and partly by the use of a fixed timestep.
The results of the Runge-Kutta calculation are shown in Fig. 4.3.
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(a) Density profile at t = 0 Gyr

(b) Density profile at t = 0.5 Gyr

(c) Density profile at t = 1.0 Gyr

Figure 4.2 The density profile of the main cluster, evolved in isolation, at three different
times. The density from the simulation is shown as crosses, and the NFW density profile
is shown as a dashed line.
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Figure 4.3

Relative cluster velocity vs. Cluster separation for two clusters, as in SF07,
starting from rest a large distance apart.

4.2.2 Zero-Energy Calculation
A second method to determine appropriate initial velocities for the clusters is to
assume a zero energy situation. By calculating the energy gained by moving the sub-cluster
from infinity to the point where it is just touching the edge of the main cluster and converting
that energy to kinetic energy, the velocity of the sub-cluster can be found as follows.


G M1 M 2
1
=
M1 v12 + M2 v22 ⇒ v1 ≈ 1870 km s−1
R1 + R2
2

(4.5)

This calculation is done in the center of mass frame by assuming a stationary center
of mass and conservation of momentum. It yields a velocity of ~1870 km s−1 for the subcluster and ~187 km s−1 for the main cluster, the same values as used in SF07 and in
excellent agreement with the Runge-Kutta model.
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4.2.3 Cluster Placement
The initial placement of the two clusters was chosen as in SF07, with the truncated
clusters just at the point of contact. Using the concentrations and scale radii given in SF07,
this corresponds to a 3.370 M pc separation between the centers of the clusters. This is
slightly unrealistic in that tidal forces would have already affected the shape and distribution
of the clusters, especially the smaller sub-cluster, but these effects are assumed negligible.
The initial velocities of the clusters are varied over the course of several simulations, from
the value found in SF07 (1870 km s−1 ) to four times that amount.
4.2.3.1

Position Coordinates - (x, y, z)

To place particles in two separate clusters, the particle position is selected as above,
according to the concentration and size of the cluster (described in Appendix C), and then
moved along the x-axis an amount that depends on the separation and masses of the two
clusters being created. Having chosen a value for the separation between the centers of
the clusters, a particle being placed in the smaller sub-cluster will have its x-coordinate
modified as follows

xf inal = xinitial − s ×

M2
M1 + M2

(4.6)

where xinitial is the x-coordinate chosen as above (for creating a single cluster centered at the origin), M1 is the mass of the sub-cluster, M2 is the mass of the main cluster,
and s is the separation between the centers of the two clusters. Similarly, a particle being
placed in the larger main cluster will have its x-coordinate modified as follows

xf inal = xinitial + s ×

M1
M1 + M2

(4.7)

With the cluster sizes and separation as in SF07, this yields two clusters with edges
just touching. This method of placement also yields a center of mass at the origin for each
component in the simulation (SPH and dark matter particles). Since each component has
its center of mass at the origin, the overall center of mass is also at the origin.
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4.2.3.2

Velocity Coordinates - (vx , vy , vz )

Similar to the position coordinates, the velocities of the particles have to be modified
from the above scheme when creating two clusters. The total relative velocity of the two
clusters must be distributed to the two clusters and their particles in an appropriate manner.
The total relative velocity, vrel , of the two clusters is chosen from any one of the methods
discussed earlier. The individual particles’ velocities are affected differently depending on
which cluster they are in. For particles placed in the smaller sub-cluster, the x-velocity is
modified as follows

vx,f inal = vx,initial + vrel ×

M2
M1 + M2

(4.8)

where vx,initial is a velocity chosen as for a single cluster (using the unmodified
position), and M1 and M2 are the masses of the sub- and main cluster, respectively. A
particle placed in the main cluster would have its x-velocity modified as follows

vx,f inal = vx,initial − vrel ×

M1
M1 + M2

(4.9)

Note that this choice of velocities, similar to the clusters’ spatial placement, forces
the center of mass to be motionless at the origin. Later, it will be useful to study the
center of mass and its velocity for each cluster individually, both as a whole and by matter
components.
Table 4.1 shows a list of parameters used for all collision simulations.
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Name
double 1.0
double 1.2
double 1.4
double 1.6
double 1.8
double 2.0
double 2.5
double 3.0
double 3.5
double 4.0

M1 (M )
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014
1.5 × 1014

M2 (M )
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015
1.5 × 1015

c1
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2

c2
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

v1,0 km s−1
1870
2244
2618
2992
3366
3740
4675
5610
6545
7480

v2,0 km s−1
-187
-224.4
-261.8
-299.2
-336.6
-374
-467.5
-561
-654.5
-748

vrel,0 km s−1
2057
2468.4
2879.8
3291.2
3702.6
4114
5142.5
6171
7199.5
8228

tp (Gyr)
1.31
1.16
1.04
0.93
0.86
0.78
0.64
0.55
0.47
0.43

Table 4.1 Table of initial conditions for collision simulations. The columns show the
name given to the calculation, the mass, concentration, and initial velocity of each cluster,
the total relative velocity of the clusters, and the pericenter time for the dark matter
centers of mass of each cluster.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
5.1 Temperature Maps
Each SPH particle in the simulation includes specific information about the particle
which can be used to determine the physical properties represented by the particle. The
specific energy of the gas details the total energy per unit mass contained in the gas. The
specific energy of the gas is related to the temperature as u =

N kT
M (γ−1)

=

kT
µ(γ−1) ,

so the

temperature of each SPH particle can be found.

5.1.1 Simulation
In a spherically symmetric simulation, the temperature will be dependent on the
radial position of the SPH particle only. The temperature profile of the larger cluster used
in the simulation is shown in Fig. 5.1. The temperature profile has almost identical features
in all three viewing planes.

Figure 5.1

The main cluster gas temperature from three angles. (left) The x-y plane.
(middle) The x-z plane. (right) The y-z plane.

When viewing the collision event, the temperature maps are much more complicated,
although they start out much like that of the individual cluster. Fig. 5.2 shows the evolution
of the colliding clusters at several stages during the collision. The incoming sub-cluster gas
heats gas of the main cluster quickly and causes a shock wave to propagate through the main
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cluster. During this interaction, the gas from the sub-cluster is slowed considerably, actually
coming to a complete halt before penetrating the main cluster. This unexpected result can
be interpreted in several different ways. The symbol in Fig. 5.2 representing the sub-cluster
gas actually shows the center of mass for the sub-cluster gas. Some of the gas may penetrate
the main cluster, while the rest is stripped off in accordance with [Hayashi et al. 2003].
Another possibility is that this work did not have sufficient numerical resolution (SF07
used millions of particles, where this work only includes 33,000). Yet another possibility is
that the initial conditions don’t allow for the sub-cluster gas to penetrate. These possible
issues will be addressed in turn.
Figure 5.3 shows several snapshots of the collision, but displays only the SPH particles from the sub-cluster. All particles from the main cluster, as well as all dark matter
particles from the sub-cluster, are ignored. From this figure, it is clear that the gas from the
sub-cluster penetrates to the center of the main cluster, but does not travel much beyond
that point. It can also be informative in this situation to view the velocities of the particles
during the collision to determine if some of the sub-cluster SPH particles continue through
the collision with positive x-velocities. Figure 5.4 shows that the sub-cluster gas builds up
speed, but quickly loses it, and after pericenter, most of the gas has a negative x-velocity.
This indicates that the sub-cluster gas is bouncing off of the main cluster, not penetrating
as was hoped.
The second possibility listed above indicates insufficient numerical resolution. By
doubling the number of particles, the mass of each particle would be halved. In the case
of SPH particles, this would allow for a much finer level of interaction. If each gas cloud
represented by a single SPH particle is internally uniform (i.e., all of the gas in a particular
particle is the same temperature, density, pressure, etc.), then each SPH particle represents
a huge volume of space. For instance, the mass density at the center of the main cluster,
according to the NFW profile, is about 3 × 10−27 g cm−3 . In this simulation, 17% of the
mass is contained in the ICG, so the gas density is about 5 × 10−28 g cm−3 . Each SPH
particle in this simulation has a mass of 1.7 × 1010 M . A spherical cloud of gas with this
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 1.07 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 1.22 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 1.31 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 1.53 Gyr

Figure 5.2 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide. Panel (d) shows a
snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel
(e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.739M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.07 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.22 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.31 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.41 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.53 Gyr

Figure 5.3 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision. Panel
(c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter components pass at
pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the
centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by 0.739M pc. The white
markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers
of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the
sub-cluster.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.07 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 1.31 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.41 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.53 Gyr

Figure 5.4 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during the
collision. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration. Panel
(e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.739M pc.
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mass and density will have a radius of over 80 kpc, whereas the gravitational smoothing
length in the simulation is on the order of 1 kpc. This is a serious deficiency in this series
of calculations.
The last issue to discuss regarding the lack of penetration is that of the initial
conditions. It is possible that the sub-cluster is simply not moving fast enough, or is not
concentrated enough, to penetrate the main cluster. This issue is dealt with by running
a series of calculations, each with a different initial relative velocity. The values range as
shown in Table 4.1, from the SF07 value of 2057 km s−1 to a value of four times that in
steps as indicated by the names in Table 4.1. These velocities are very high, but are only
a few percent of the speed of light, so relativistic effects are ignored. It should be noted
that SF07 varied the concentration of the main cluster, but did not vary the initial relative
velocity at all. A higher velocity may allow the sub-cluster gas to penetrate the main cluster,
leading to the expected picture. Figures 5.5 through 5.13 show temperature maps of these
calculations.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.99 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 1.09 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 1.16 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 1.36 Gyr

Figure 5.5 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 1.2. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.754M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.84 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.98 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 1.04 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 1.21 Gyr

Figure 5.6 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 1.4. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.706M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.76 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.89 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.93 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 1.10 Gyr

Figure 5.7 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 1.6. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.736M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.70 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.81 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.86 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 1.01 Gyr

Figure 5.8 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 1.8. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.756M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.64 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.73 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.78 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 0.92 Gyr

Figure 5.9 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 2.0. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.704M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.52 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.61 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.64 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 0.76 Gyr

Figure 5.10 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 2.5. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.724M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.44 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.50 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.55 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 0.66 Gyr

Figure 5.11 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 3.0. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.763M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.38 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.44 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.47 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 0.57 Gyr

Figure 5.12 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 3.5. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.711M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

Temperature map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Temperature map at t = 0.34 Gyr

(c)

Temperature map at t = 0.38 Gyr

Temperature map at t = 0.43 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

Temperature map at t = 0.50 Gyr

Figure 5.13 A temperature map of the clusters as they collide with an initial velocity
factor of 4.0. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.749M pc. The white markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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It is useful to consider a possible combination of the above issues. In particular, the
idea that some SPH particles from the sub-cluster may penetrate the main cluster while
most do not is worth revisiting with different initial cluster velocities. Figures 5.14 through
5.22 demonstrate that the inability of the sub-cluster’s SPH particles to penetrate the main
cluster is not limited to the low initial cluster velocity simulations. Even with an initial
relative velocity of over 8000 km s−1 , the sub-cluster gas fails to penetrate the main cluster
with more than a few SHP particles. Figures 5.23 through 5.31 show the distribution of
x-velocities for the gas particles in the sub-cluster with different initial cluster velocities.
Together, these figures show that, given the mass resolution available, the sub-cluster cannot
penetrate the main cluster, even with unphysically high velocities.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.99 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.09 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.16 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.24 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.36 Gyr

Figure 5.14 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 1.2. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration.
Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.754M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.84 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.98 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.04 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.13 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.21 Gyr

Figure 5.15 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 1.4. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration.
Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.706M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.76 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.89 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.93 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.05 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.10 Gyr

Figure 5.16 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 1.6. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration.
Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.736M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.70 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.81 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.86 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.95 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 1.01 Gyr

Figure 5.17 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 1.8. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration.
Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.756M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.64 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.73 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.78 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.89 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.92 Gyr

Figure 5.18 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 2.0. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration.
Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.704M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.52 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.61 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.64 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.73 Gyr

(e)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.76 Gyr

Figure 5.19 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 2.5. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration.
Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.724M pc. The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.44 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.50 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.55 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.66 Gyr

Figure 5.20 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 3.0. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration
and when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by 0.763M pc.
The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers represent
gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*)
represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.38 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.44 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.47 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.57 Gyr

Figure 5.21 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 3.5. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration
and when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by 0.711M pc.
The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers represent
gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*)
represent the sub-cluster.
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(c)

(a)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.34 Gyr

(b)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.38 Gyr

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.43 Gyr (pericenter)

(d)

Sub-cluster gas only at t = 0.50 Gyr

Figure 5.22 Panels showing only the sub-cluster gas particles during the collision, with
initial velocity factor 4.0. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark
matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of greatest penetration
and when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by 0.749M pc.
The white markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers represent
gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*)
represent the sub-cluster.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.99 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 1.16 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.24 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.36 Gyr

Figure 5.23 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 1.2. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter
components are separated by 0.754M pc.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.84 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 1.04 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.13 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.21 Gyr

Figure 5.24 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 1.4. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter
components are separated by 0.706M pc.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.76 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.93 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.05 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.10 Gyr

Figure 5.25 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 1.6. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter
components are separated by 0.736M pc.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.70 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.86 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.94 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 1.01 Gyr

Figure 5.26 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 1.8. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter
components are separated by 0.756M pc.
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(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.64 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.78 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.89 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.92 Gyr

Figure 5.27 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 2.0. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter
components are separated by 0.704M pc.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.52 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.64 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.73 Gyr

center)

(e)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.76 Gyr

Figure 5.28 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 2.5. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter
components are separated by 0.724M pc.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.44 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.55 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.66 Gyr

center)

Figure 5.29 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 3.0. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration and when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are
separated by 0.763M pc.
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(a)

(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.38 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.47 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.57 Gyr

center)

Figure 5.30 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 3.5. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration and when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are
separated by 0.711M pc.
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(c)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.34 Gyr

Velocity distribution at t = 0.43 Gyr (peri-

(d)

Velocity distribution at t = 0.50 Gyr

center)

Figure 5.31 Panels showing the velocity distribution of sub-cluster gas particles during
the collision, with initial velocity factor 4.0. Panel (c) shows a snapshot as the centers of
mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel (d) shows the time of
greatest penetration and when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are
separated by 0.749M pc.
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Figure 5.32

X-ray emission map of the main cluster.

5.2 X-ray maps
Gas at the temperatures mentioned above radiates brightly in the X-ray band. This
radiation is produced by free electrons that interact with ions and is called bremsstrahlung
(or “braking radiation“). Bremsstrahlung is also referred to as free-free radiation, as the
electron producing the radiation is unbound both before and after the interaction. This type
of radiation is the dominant form of radiation at high temperatures. Rybicki & Lightman
[1979] discusses thermal bremsstrahlung and gives the total power radiated per unit volume
as
2πkT 1 25 πe6 2
dW
=(
)2
Z ne ni ḡB
dt dV
3m
3hmc3

(5.1)

Numerically, this reduces to the following in CGS units:

f f ≡

1
dW
= 1.4 × 10−27 T 2 ne ni Z 2 ḡB
dt dV

(5.2)

According to Rybicki & Lightman, ḡB can be chosen as 1.2 for ∼20% accuracy.
The calculated X-ray emission map in the simulation of the main cluster in isolation
is very similar to the temperature map in that it should have only a radial dependence.
Figure 5.32 shows how the main cluster radiates in the X-ray.
During the collision, the X-ray map will again show features similar to that of the
temperature map because of the temperature dependence illustrated in eq. 5.2. However,
bremsstrahlung is even more dependent on number density of ions and electrons than on
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temperature, so while a particular region may be very hot, if has a low density, it will not
radiate as brightly.
Figure 5.33 shows the X-ray emission from the collision in various stages. The strong
density dependence of the bremsstrahlung is clear in that even though the hottest gas is
not in the region of greatest density, the X-ray emission lines up with the density contours.
Figures 5.34 through 5.42 demonstrate the collision with varying initial cluster velocities.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.07 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.22 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 1.31 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.53 Gyr

Figure 5.33 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide. Panel (d) shows a
snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter components pass at pericenter. Panel
(e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark matter components are separated by
0.739M pc. The green markers represent dark matter centers of mass and the pink markers
represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+) represent the main cluster and the
asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.99 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.09 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 1.16 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.36 Gyr

Figure 5.34 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 1.2. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.754M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.84 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.98 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 1.04 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.21 Gyr

Figure 5.35 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 1.4. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.706M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.76 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.89 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.93 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.10 Gyr

Figure 5.36 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 1.6. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.736M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.70 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.81 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.86 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 1.01 Gyr

Figure 5.37 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 1.8. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.756M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.64 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.73 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.78 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.92 Gyr

Figure 5.38 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 2.0. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.704M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.52 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.61 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.64 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.76 Gyr

Figure 5.39 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 2.5. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.724M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.44 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.50 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.55 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.66 Gyr

Figure 5.40 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 3.0. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.763M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.38 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.44 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.47 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.57 Gyr

Figure 5.41 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 3.5. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.711M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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(d)

(a)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.20 Gyr

(b)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.34 Gyr

(c)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.38 Gyr

X-ray emission map at t = 0.43 Gyr (pericenter)

(e)

X-ray emission map at t = 0.50 Gyr

Figure 5.42 An X-ray emission map of the clusters as they collide with initial velocity
factor 4.0. Panel (d) shows a snapshot as the centers of mass for the dark matter
components pass at pericenter. Panel (e) shows when the centers of mass of the dark
matter components are separated by 0.749M pc. The green markers represent dark matter
centers of mass and the pink markers represent gas centers of mass. The plus signs (+)
represent the main cluster and the asterisks (*) represent the sub-cluster.
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5.3 Cooling
One of the most obvious possible problems with the project as it stands is the lack
of radiative cooling. Slyz et al. [2005] demonstrates that at temperatures reached by the
1

ICG, gas cools as T 2 . At these temperatures, the primary mechanism for radiative cooling
is thermal bremsstrahlung, as discussed above.

5.3.1 Cooling Timescales
As a crude first order approximation to the cooling timescale, simply divide the
total energy contained in the ICG by the cooling rate. Using the energy-temperature
relationship outlined above, a gas of 75% hydrogen and 25% helium at 108 K contains
2.10 × 1016 erg g −1 . With a density of 9.87 × 10−25 g cm3 (one atom per cm3 ), this gas will
radiate 4.23 erg s−1 g −1 . Assuming a constant rate of radiation, it would take 157 M yr to
radiate away all of the energy contained in the gas. The gas densities discussed in section
5.1 are a factor of 103 smaller than this, so the gas will radiate much slower.
Using values from the simulations done in Chapters 4 and 5, such as the average
ICM temperature and density from the pericenter passage in a collision simulation, the
ICM has enough energy to radiate for 0.412 Gyr at the calculated rate. Of course, this is
not an accurate picture of what would truly happen in this situation. As the gas cools,
it will radiate differently. According to the piece-wise cooling function outlined in Slyz et
al. (figure 5.43), as the ICM cools from high temperatures (> 108 K), its radiative output
drops until the temperature reaches about 4 × 106 K, when cooling suddenly becomes much
more efficient as helium recombination starts occurring. As the temperature drops further,
hydrogen recombination increases the efficiency further. Once below 104 K, the efficiency
of cooling drops sharply.
For a slightly more accurate picture, a simple simulation may be performed. Using
the cooling curve from Slyz et al. and an explicit forward-Euler algorithm with a variable
timestep, the output from earlier simulations can be tested and the effect radiative cooling
would have can be judged by comparing the obtained cooling timescale with the dynamic
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Figure 5.43

Cooling rate as a function of temperature, from Slyz et al.
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Figure 5.44

Temperature curve for a collision. The time is time after pericenter passage.

timescale of the system. Using this method, the basic model (Double 1.0) would take 0.698
Gyr to cool to 310 K, where the Slyz et al. cooling tables end. This timescale is several
times longer than the dynamic timescale of the system. The cooling timescales for the other
simulations is shown in Table 5.1 below.

Name
double 1.0
double 1.2
double 1.4
double 1.6
double 1.8
double 2.0
double 2.5
double 3.0
double 3.5
double 4.0

tcool (Gyr), Simple
0.412
0.312
0.230
0.112
0.127
0.050
0.087
0.086
0.104
0.046

tcool (Gyr), Slyz et al. model
0.698
0.529
0.390
0.190
0.217
0.085
0.148
0.148
0.179
0.080

Table 5.1 Table of cooling timescales for collision simulations. The columns show the
calculation name, the amount of time needed to cool if cooling occurs at a constant rate,
and the amount of time needed to cool using the Slyz et al. cooling tables.

Figure 5.44 shows how the temperature would change in time according to the Slyz
et al. cooling tables for the basic collision (Double 1.0).
The cooling model based on the Slyz et al. cooling tables still makes a few unphysical
assumptions. The density (and therefore, the mass and volume of a cloud) is assumed
constant throughout. Even in view of this deficiency, it is enough to say that the bullet
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cluster does not have time to cool significantly from the time of pericenter passage to its
currently observed state. Therefore, neglecting cooling entirely throughout this project is
justified.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In the course of this project, an SPH simulation was created in an effort to reproduce
the currently observed conditions in the bullet cluster. The calculation started with two
clusters, each using an NFW density profile, with a sharp cutoff at a radius determined by
the NFW concentration index and scale radius. The edges of the clusters were touching, and
each cluster was moving towards the other with a velocity similar to the velocity they would
have had if they had fallen into each other from a large distance. When this calculation failed
to reproduce the observed conditions, several new calculations with initial velocities up to
four times the original were attempted. When these calculations also failed to reproduce
the observed conditions, other explanations had to be sought.
Possible reasons that the simulations did not produce the expected results include
incorrect initial conditions and insufficient numerical resolution. In particular, possible
problems with the initial conditions include an incorrect initial mass ratio, incorrect density
profiles, and incorrect absolute masses.
The chosen density profiles are taken from SF07, which chose values based on mass
reconstructions from weak-lensing effects. Because they are based on current observations,
there is a possibility that they were different before the collision took place. A cluster which
has had some of its outer elements stripped away during a collision will appear to be more
concentrated after a collision than before.
The mass ratio is also subject to drastic change during collisions. Suggested values
for the initial mass ratio range from 1:10 in SF07 to almost unity [Bradač et al. 2006]. A
mass ratio closer to unity will cause a greater separation between the main cluster’s dark
matter and gas components, but might make penetration more difficult. If the concentration
index remains the same while the sub-cluster mass increases, the sub-cluster central density
might become significantly larger than the main cluster central density. On the other hand,
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according to NFW, more massive clusters tend to have smaller concentration indices, due
to the time scales over which they form.
Several of these observations lead to the conclusion that a more massive, lower
concentration sub-cluster should have better success penetrating the main cluster, and this
is one option that should be explored. However, according to SF07, this is not necessary.
While SF07 is unclear on initial velocity profiles of particles within a cluster, any
differences should not play a large role in a simulation which runs for only a few Gyr.
This leaves numerical resolution as the largest difference between this work and SF07.
SF07 claims a successful penetration with all other conditions expressed above identical,
therefore, an increase in numerical resolution should yield similar results.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A
IDL routines
In order to accomplish the work outlined in this thesis, it was necessary to write
several routines to interpret and present the data produced by GADGET-2. The basis for
all of the programs listed in this appendix is the IDL routine read_snapshot_single.pro,
included in the distribution of GADGET-2. It contains the general format of the GADGET2 snapshot file, and with a few changes, allows for easy access to results from multiple
simulations.

A.1 General properties of IDL routines
All of the IDL routines used in this work read either a single snapshot file, or multiple
snapshot files in time order. In order to accomplish this, the routines must be told where
the snapshot files reside in the file structure. This is accomplished in two parts. First, a
path (either absolute or relative) to GADGET-2’s output directory is defined:

path = ’/home/username/GADGET2/double_1.0’

In the above example, GADGET-2 would output snapshot files to a directory named
double_1.0 within its working directory, and IDL would look in this same directory for
snapshot files. Second, the IDL routine must be told what the snapshot files are named. In
the case of a single snapshot file (if it is only necessary to check data at a single timestep),
this can accomplished by a single command:

fname = ’snapshot_###’

where ### is the number of the snapshot file of interest in the format output by GADGET2. This work used a four digit naming scheme, so the snapshot files were named
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snapshot_0000, snapshot_0001, snapshot_0002, etc., although GADGET-2’s default
is a three digit scheme. Once these variables path and fname are defined, issue an openr
command as follows:

openr,1,path+’/’+fname,/f77_unformatted

The snapshot file is now ready to read. If it is necessary to read in sequential
snapshot files, the definition of fname becomes a little more complicated. Inside a for-loop,
with the loop index (num) over the snapshot file numbers of interest, define the following:

ext=’0000’
ext=exts+strcompress(string(num),/remove_all)
ext=strmid(ext,strlen(ext)-4,4)

fname=’snapshot_’+ext
fname=strcompress(fname,/remove_all)

openr,1,path+’/’+fname,/f77_unformatted

After opening the files of interest, and reading in the data, be sure to issue a close
command:

close,1

Many IDL routines used in this work have unit conversion variables or other useful
variables defined near the beginning of the file. Any unit conversions should be the same
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as those provided to GADGET-2 in the parameter file, or derivations thereof. It is highly
recommended to use double-precision floating-point numbers for all calculations. A typical
block of conversions is shown below:

UnitLength_in_cm = 3.086d24
UnitVelocity_in_cm_per_s = 1.6d8
UnitMass_in_g = 1.989d44
UnitDensity_in_cgs = UnitMass_in_g/UnitLength_in_cm^3
UnitTime_in_s = UnitLength_in_cm/UnitVelocity_in_cm_per_s
UnitEnergy_in_cgs = UnitMass_in_g*UnitLength_in_cm^2/UnitTime_in_s^2
UnitSpecEnergy_in_cgs = UnitEnergy_in_cgs/UnitMass_in_g
s_per_Gyr = 3.1558d16

A.2 Specific routines
This section will outline some of the specific routines that were written for this work
and will describe what each routine accomplishes. There will also be some discussion of
what certain code options mean.
A.2.1

show h.pro

The routine show_h.pro displays particle positions and an X-ray emission map
overlaid with density contours, as viewed from the x-y, x-z, and y-z planes. Important
options for this routine are xlen, res, dens_res, Xray_max, and Xray_min. Each option is
explained below:
The variable xlen is an option included in many routines, and determines what
portion of the simulation will be displayed. In show_h.pro, the plots produced have ranges
[-xlen,xlen] for each axis. xlen uses GADGET-2’s internal system of units, as defined in
the parameter file.
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The variable res determines how fine a grid to use for the X-ray emission map.
Since GADGET-2 uses discrete particles to represent the gas, using too small a value for
res will result in many blank spaces in the x-ray emission map. res uses GADGET-2’s
internal system of units, as defined in the parameter file.
dens_res produces a smoothing of the density contours. The density map produced
by show_h.pro uses the same grid as the X-ray emission map, but spreads the mass of a
particle over several adjacent squares to help smooth the density contours. dens_res simply
defines the number of grid squares that the mass is spread over, as shown in figure A.1.

(a) dens res = 0

Figure A.1

(b) dens res = 1

(c) dens res = 2

Mass is spread equally among several grid squares according to the value of
dens res.

Xray_max and Xray_min determine the scale for the X-ray emission plot. The scale
is logarithmic in cgs units, so limits of [38,41] means the X-ray emission plot will scale from
1038 erg s−1 to 1041 erg s−1 .
A.2.2

show temperature.pro

The routine show_temperature.pro has many of the same options as show_h.pro.
It produces a logarithmic temperature plot and the same X-ray emission map as the routine
show_h.pro. The only different options show_temperature.pro has in addition to those in
show_h.pro are Temp_min and Temp_max. These options work the same as Xray_max and
Xray_min, simply defining a scale for the temperature plot.
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A.2.3

show cum mass.pro

The routine show_cum_mass.pro produces density and enclosed mass plots, and
is intended for use with a spherically symmetric system. In this thesis, it was used for
plots involving only the main cluster. It has several different options, plus the usual xlen.
Options in show_cum_mass.pro include res (not to be confused with the option by the
same name in show_h.pro and show_temperature.pro), rscale, and c.
In show_cum_mass.pro, the option res determines the resolution of the theoretical
curves as well as the bins for the calculated density and cumulative mass. The distance xlen
is split up into res equal points. The theoretical enclosed mass and density are calculated
at each point, and all particles in the simulation are binned according to their radius into
res bins.
The two options rscale and c are parameters for the theoretical curves mentioned
above. They are parameters for an NFW density profile, discussed in detail in Appendix C.
A.2.4

Other options

All routines have several options available in plot commands that can be changed
as necessary, such as plot ranges, axis titles, scaling factors, and the like. These parameters
are fairly obvious, and often there is information available in the program output that can
help in selecting reasonable values.
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Appendix B
Virial Theorem
The process of virialization is extremely important when dealing with dynamic systems. The distribution of energy in various types can be an important indicator of how
stable a system is. If the distribution of energy doesn’t change over long periods of time,
then the system is in a state of dynamic equilibrium. But first, the question of how long is
long enough must be answered.
A system may have several different timescales. Section 5.3 mentions the cooling
timescale, or how long a radiating system can radiate before running out of thermal energy.
A gravitationally bound system has a free-fall timescale that indicates how long it would take
to fully collapse under its own mass. Other benchmarks of time may include definitions
based on sound speed or other such physical properties. The most often used of these
timescales is the free-fall timescale, also called the dynamic timescale. For a constant
q
3π
where G is the gravitational constant and
density system, this is defined as τf f = 32Gρ
ρ is the density. This is a useful definition for non-constant density systems as well, using
the average system density for ρ.

B.1 Energy Types
In order to discuss energy distribution, it is necessary to define the types of energy
contained in the system, and to determine how they might interact. A combined dark
matter and gas system simulated by GADGET-2 will contain the following types of energy:
gravitational potential energy, kinetic energy, and thermal energy. Each component of
matter will interact differently to produce and react to each type of energy.
All particle types are affected by gravitational forces. The total gravitational potential energy in the system is simply a sum of the gravitational potential energy of each
particle, where each particle in the systems interacts with every other particle, either directly (close range), through the particle tree (medium range), or through the PM grid
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(long range). The gravitational potential energy of a given particle pair is defined as
GM M

i j
.
V (i, j) = − |ri −r
j|

Any particle with non-zero velocity will contribute to the total kinetic energy in the
system, which is simply the sum of the individual particles’ kinetic energies. An individual
particle has kinetic energy T (i) =

1
2
2 Mi vi .

In the case of SPH particles, a large kinetic

energy represents a turbulent flow velocity, as it shows an entire gas cloud moving as a unit.
Only SPH particles have thermal energy. This energy represents the random thermal
motion within a cloud of gas, as opposed to the flow velocity of kinetic energy. A gas cloud
could have a very large thermal energy, meaning that the gas in the cloud is moving very
quickly, but the motions of individual atoms and molecules within the cloud average out to
produce a motionless cloud. Two SPH particles that come into close contact will convert
most of their kinetic energy to thermal energy in the course of the collision.

B.2 Application of virial theorem
Chandrasekhar & Fermi [1953] derived a general virial theorem for a region of space
→
−
contained within a surface S with density ρ, pressure P , total kinetic energy T , total
potential energy V , and total thermal energy E as follows:

1 D2 I
= 2T + V + 3(γ − 1)E −
2 Dt2

Z

→
−
→
P−
r ·dS

(B.1)

where I is the inertia tensor and γ is the adiabatic index of the gas contained in the
region. Near the outside of the cluster, the final integral is negligible as the gas pressure
drops to zero. For a stable system, I¨ will be zero. Note that I¨ = 0 is a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition for stability. In order to show a stable system, I¨ must remain zero over
a long time period.
With a gas adiabatic index of

5
3,

a stable cluster will meet the condition of 0 =

V
2T + V + 2E. By calculating a virial index of − 2T +2E
, it is possible to track stability in a

system. A virial index of 1 over a long time period indicates stability in the system. In the
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figures presented in Section 4.1.2, this virial index is scaled according to the axes in order
to be visible.
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Appendix C
Density Profiles
This appendix outlines the density profile used as initial conditions in the simulations. All simulations started with the density profile presented by Navarro, Frenk, & White
[1997]. Eq. 4.1 shows the density profile as used in this work.

C.1 NFW Density Profile
In order to select random radial coordinates that produce the desired density profile,
it is necessary to first normalize the density profile, and then integrate to produce a function
detailing the enclosed mass at a particular radius from the center. Integrating Eq. 4.1 to a
radius r yields
Z

r

0

02

r

Z

0

ρ(r ) × 4πr dr =

M (r) =
0

0

(r0 /r

ρ0
4πr02 dr0
0
2
s )(1 + r /rs )

(C.1)

Integration of C.1 to a radius R (representing the full extent of the system) yields
 


R + rs
R
+
M (R) = 4πrs3 ρ0 ln
rs
R + rs

(C.2)

Eq. C.2 is normalized to produce unit mass at radius c rs where c is the concentration
index. This normalization yields a normalization for ρ0 of

ρ0 =

1


4πrs3 ln (c + 1) +

c
c+1



(C.3)

Putting this value for ρ0 back into C.1 yields
ln
M (r) =



r+rs
rs



+

ln (c + 1) +

r
r+rs
c
c+1

(C.4)

This equation shows the total mass interior to a radius r as a fraction of the total
mass of the system. Fig. C.1 shows this function for several different concentration indices,
including those used in this work and SF07. Fig. C.2 shows the density profile for various
concentration indices.
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Figure C.1

Enclosed mass as a function of radius in normalized units.

Figure C.2

Density as a function of radius in normalized units.
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Radius
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.011
0.012
0.013
0.014
0.015
...
Table C.1

Interior Mass
0.00000000
0.00226254
0.00451831
0.00676736
0.00900972
0.01124543
0.01347452
0.01569702
0.01791297
0.02012240
0.02232535
0.02452185
0.02671194
0.02889565
0.03107300
0.03324405
...

Sample radius and interior mass table for c = 2

C.2 Radial Coordinate Selection
Once the interior mass function is known, the radial component of a particle’s position can be randomly generated properly. First, Eq. C.4 is discretized into a table of
radius and interior mass values. The resolution of this table determines how many possible
discrete radial coordinates can be present in an initial conditions file. This work used a
table with 1,000 entries. Table C.1 shows a sample of how this table might look.
Finally, a random number is generated on the interval [0,1]. This number is then
compared to the interior mass values in the previously generated table. The particle is
assigned the radial coordinate corresponding to the largest interior mass value smaller than
the randomly generated number. For instance, using the table above, if the randomly
generated number was 0.025, the particle would be assigned a radial coordinate of 0.011
units. This radial coordinate is then multiplied by the total size (c × rs ) to get the radial
coordinate in physical units.
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Fig. 4.2 shows how this method of assignment compares to the original NFW density
profile.
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